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Abstract Machine learning and specifically deep-learning methods have outperformed human capabilities in many pattern
recognition and data processing problems, in game playing, and now also play an increasingly important role in scientific
discovery. A key application of machine learning in the molecular sciences is to learn potential energy surfaces or force fields
from ab-initio solutions of the electronic Schrödinger equation using datasets obtained with density functional theory, coupled
cluster, or other quantum chemistry methods. Here we review a recent and complementary approach: using machine learning
to aid the direct solution of quantum chemistry problems from first principles. Specifically, we focus on quantum Monte Carlo
(QMC) methods that use neural network ansatz functions in order to solve the electronic Schrödinger equation, both in first and
second quantization, computing ground and excited states, and generalizing over multiple nuclear configurations. Compared
to existing quantum chemistry methods, these new deep QMC methods have the potential to generate highly accurate solutions
of the Schrödinger equation at relatively modest computational cost.
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Introduction

ditional QC methods.
The goal of computational chemistry is to predict properties
of known molecules and to design molecules with desired properties. Most molecular properties are determined by the behaviour of the electrons, so QC methods attempt to approximate
the Schrödinger equation for electrons in molecules. Traditionally, QC methods are divided into ab-initio and semi-empirical
methods, where the former have no fitted parameters determined
from external data, whereas the latter do. Methods that do not
use quantum mechanics at all (such as force fields) are called empirical and are typically not considered part of QC, although this
view may be changing with the advent of principled and accurate ML-based empirical methods. It is useful to cast these three
categories of methods in the light of ML terminology (Fig. 1a).
ML can be roughly divided into supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforcement learning. In supervised learning the ML model
learns to predict the labels (outputs) of the data (inputs) from a
given dataset so as to minimize the difference between the predicted and reference labels. By identifying the inputs with molecular structures and the outputs with molecular properties, all
semi-empirical and empirical methods of QC fit into supervised
learning, but using mostly relatively simple and physically motivated functional forms rather than the more general and highly
flexible functions typical for ML. Vice versa, the many recent
successful supervised ML models that predict energies or other
molecular properties based on QC training data can be classified
as empirical methods (Behler 2021; Deringer et al. 2021a; Musil
et al. 2021; Unke et al. 2021). Unsupervised learning is concerned
with unlabelled data, and the general task is to learn the underlying probability distribution that would generate a given dataset.

In the past decade, machine learning (ML) has made inroads into
many areas of the physical sciences (Carleo et al. 2019), often outperforming more traditional computational methods (Deringer et
al. 2021b; Jumper et al. 2021) or offering entirely new approaches
to solve scientific problems (Huang & von Lilienfeld 2020; Noé
et al. 2019). Quantum chemistry (QC) has been among the first
fields to have been affected by this revolution (Noé et al. 2020;
Tkatchenko 2020; von Lilienfeld & Burke 2020). Most applications of ML in QC have been concerned with supervised learning
of molecular properties from molecular structure (Dral 2020), either across conformational (Unke et al. 2021) or chemical space
(von Lilienfeld et al. 2020), as well as with unsupervised learning
for the generation of novel molecules (Bian & Xie 2021). These
methods all require a pre-existing dataset of molecules and their
properties as an input, typically obtained with standard methods
of QC such as density functional theory (Jones 2015) or coupled cluster theory (Bartlett & Musiał 2007). In these scenarios,
ML accurately approximates a given method of QC at vastly increased computational efficiency. This approach has been already
reviewed in other works cited above. In contrast, the current review focuses on the complementary use of ML as an ab-initio
technique in QC, which requires no external data and instead recovers molecular properties from first principles. Here, ML is
“integrated” into QC, with the goal of arriving at ab-initio methods with a more favourable accuracy–efficiency trade-off than tra† These
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a

no data

Ab-initio

tually most similar to ab-initio QC, in the sense that no external
data other than the rules of the system or game are required for
either.
In the traditional picture, one moves from empirical to abinitio methods by retaining more of the first-principles physics.
Similarly, there is a general trend for ML models in chemistry
to encode an increasing amount of molecular physics. This includes physical constraints such as energy conservation (Chmiela
et al. 2017), invariance and equivariance of molecular properties with respect to rotation, translation, or exchange of indistinguishable particles (Behler & Parrinello 2007; Schütt et al.
2017), as well as other physical concepts such as many-body expansions (Drautz 2019) or even surrogate quantum-mechanical
models (Kirkpatrick et al. 2021; Li et al. 2018; Schütt et al. 2019).
Similar considerations can be made for the problem of ab-initio
learning of solutions to the electronic Schrödinger equation introduced here and we will discuss different strategies throughout the
review.
The Schrödinger equation is an eigenvalue problem that can be
equivalently formulated via several variational principles—its solutions, the eigenstate wavefunctions and energies, can be found
by searching for stationary points of certain functionals over the
space of all physically admissible wavefunctions. Importantly,
the ground state of a molecule can be found by minimizing the
energy expectation value of a wavefunction. This principle underlies many ab-initio QC methods, and also the methods in this
review, as such a variational principle naturally defines a ML
problem—the eigenstates (such as the ground state) are represented as a neural network and the parameters of that network are
obtained by minimizing the variational electronic energy. The reviewed methods differ in the particular form of the neural-network
ansatz used, as described below.
Section 2 briefly reviews the components of electronic structure theory necessary for the development of the ML methods to
be discussed later on. The electronic structure problem is mapped
to ML in Section 3, which is followed by a review of the ab-initio
ML methods for QC formulated in real space and in a discrete
basis in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. The review is concluded
in Section 6.
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Fig. 1 | Quantum chemistry and machine learning. (a) Machine learning disciplines and their dependence on data can be mapped to disciplines
in quantum chemistry. This work reviews the use of machine learning in
ab-initio quantum chemistry, where the only input to machine learning is
the Schrödinger equation itself. This approach uses self-generated data,
rather than relying on external data. The closest analogue in machine
learning is reinforcement learning with self-play, which substitutes data
from an external environment with data generated by the agent, though
in many other respects the two approaches are distinct. (b) Trade-off
between computational efficiency and accuracy in quantum chemistry
methods. Accuracy of electronic structure methods against the asymptotic scaling of their computational cost with system size, 𝑁. Popular
methods, such as density functional theory, are outliers from the general
trend.

Examples in chemistry include generative models for structural
formulas (Gómez-Bombarelli et al. 2018) as well as full 3D structures of molecules (Hoogeboom et al. 2022; Noé et al. 2019), and
in physics the estimation of quantum states from measurements,
known as quantum tomography (Torlai et al. 2018). Finally, in reinforcement learning, the ML model (also referred to as an agent
is able to interact directly with its environment, rather than to just
passively receive data. Here, the aim is for the agent to learn a
policy for how to interact with the environment so as to maximize
a long-term reward (Sutton & Barto 2018). Reinforcement learning is behind some of the most prominent successes of ML such as
playing games at a superhuman level (Mnih et al. 2015; Silver et
al. 2016; Tesauro 1994) or the control of plasma in tokamaks (Degrave et al. 2022). In certain settings the agent can self-generate
data by treating its own policy as the environment. This is known
as self-play, and has been the basis for many advances in symmetric games (Heinrich et al. 2015; Silver et al. 2018). Although
there are many key differences, this is the branch of ML concep-
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Electronic structure

2.1

Schrödinger equation

QC aims at finding approximate solutions of the electronic Schrödinger equation that strike a good balance between accuracy and
efficiency (Piela 2020) (Fig. 1b). The non-relativistic electronic
Schrödinger equation within the Born–Oppenheimer approximation for a given molecule specified by the charges and coordinates
of the nuclei, 𝑍𝐼 , 𝐑𝐼 , is a second-order differential equation for
the wavefunction, 𝜓(𝐫1 , … , 𝐫𝑁 ), which is a function of the coordinates of 𝑁 electrons (Fig. 2a):
̂
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An alternative formulation of the Schrödinger equation uses the
2

a Electronic Schrödinger Equation
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<latexit sha1_base64="G0cri13xRyIzLc5bQVsNe92IJvI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YFj5ZlVA7kXiIsaaxIUhdd3IgTA=">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</latexit>

First quantization

'1

✓

"
f11
(r)
"
f21
(r)

<latexit sha1_base64="GlqLftJZgTniUyrGRAW3DLUtt+o=">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</latexit>

= J✓

<latexit sha1_base64="9rynUOooISiR/FStzKSypcDTmtY=">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</latexit>

N

⇢

r1
r2

<latexit sha1_base64="vxseK+2Euiw4e6ZrAg47YgUxuQA=">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</latexit>

f2" =

✓

"
f11
(r)
"
f21
(r)

"
f13
(r)
"
f23
(r)

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="rswUoImvg+uXu1PhjpUSwPhDnhM=">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</latexit>

f3" =

"
#
ci det[f✓,i
] det[f✓,i
]

=
n

"
f1,11
(r)
"
f1,21
(r)

"
f1,12
(r)
"
f1,22
(r)

!

✓

"
f12
(r)
"
f22
(r)

◆

…

Sample r ⇠ | (r)|2
<latexit sha1_base64="c8osdZynkZuxjZkI14a1W9OAqoE=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="n0LhhxffU/am93xh8lhhutoAs4w=">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</latexit>
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Second quantization
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Fig. 2 | Electronic structure problem and its neural-network solutions. (a) The problem is fully specified by the geometry of a molecule and the
electronic Schrödinger equation. (b) Only fully antisymmetric wavefunctions are admissible as solutions due to the Pauli exclusion principle and (c)
these are often represented with Slater determinants. (d,e) Solutions formulated in first quantization use antisymmetric neural networks to represent
the wavefunction directly in real space. (f) Second quantization transfers the antisymmetry to a fixed finite basis, enabling the use of vanilla neural
networks.

When interpreting 𝜙𝑗 (𝐫𝑖 ) as the 𝑗-the component of a 𝑁dimensional feature vector for the 𝑖-th electron (using ML parlance), φ(𝐫𝑖 ), a Slater determinant is in fact the only antisymmetric function of 𝑁 feature vectors that is linear in every one
of them, making it a natural choice. Alternative antisymmetric forms exist, such as the Pfaffian (Bajdich et al. 2006) or the
Vandermonde determinant and its generalizations (Acevedo et al.
2020; Han et al. 2019), but these are far less common and we will
not discuss them here.
Slater determinants formed from different orbitals can be further mixed in a linear combination without breaking the antisymmetry (Fig. 2c). In fact, this simple technique is the powerhouse
behind all the high-accuracy methods of QC, yet it is also its bane,
because the number of Slater determinants required to achieve a
given accuracy rises exponentially with the number of atoms in
most cases. For fermionic wavefunctions there is no known general approach to effectively reduce the search space from this exponential regime without sacrificing accuracy. However, QC has
produced many methods that achieve excellent approximations
for specific molecules and materials of practical interest. The cost
of these highly accurate methods is generally less than exponential, but nevertheless increases rapidly with system size (Fig. 1b).

notion of an expectation value,
̂ 𝜓≡
⟨𝐻⟩
=

̂
⟨𝜓|𝐻|𝜓⟩
⟨𝜓|𝜓⟩
̂
∫ d𝐫1 ⋯ d𝐫𝑁 𝜓(𝐫1 , … , 𝐫𝑁 )𝐻𝜓(𝐫
1 , … , 𝐫𝑁 )
∫ d𝐫1 ⋯ d𝐫𝑁 |𝜓(𝐫1 , … , 𝐫𝑁 )|2

(3)
.

Instead of solving Eq. (1), the ground-state (lowest-energy) solution can be found by minimizing this energy expectation value
with respect to all possible wavefunctions (variational principle),
̂ 𝜓.
𝐸 = min⟨𝐻⟩

(4)

𝜓

2.2

Antisymmetric wavefunctions

Electrons are fermions, and as such their wavefunction must be
antisymmetric with respect to exchange of any two electrons.
This cardinal feature of electronic wavefunctions permeates the
whole of QC. In general, electrons also possess spin coordinates,
𝑠𝑖 ∈ {↑, ↓}, but the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian does not operate
on spin, so the spin coordinate of each electron can be considered
fixed. To simplify the presentation here (for full treatment, see
Foulkes et al. 2001, Sec. IV.E), we take advantage of the fixed
spin coordinates, so the spatial wavefunction must be antisymmetric only with respect to the exchange of same-spin electrons,
i.e., when 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑠𝑗 (Fig. 2b),
𝜓(… , 𝐫𝑖 , … , 𝐫𝑗 , …) = −𝜓(… , 𝐫𝑗 , … , 𝐫𝑖 , …).

2.3

An important class of QC methods derives directly from the variational principle (Eq. 4), by assuming a certain wavefunction
ansatz, 𝜓(⋅; θ), parametrized by θ. Minimizing the energy of this
ansatz with respect to θ then always yields an upper bound for the
exact ground-state energy,

(5)

By far the most common way to form antisymmetric wavefunctions in QC is as antisymmetrized products of single-electron
functions (orbitals), 𝜙𝑗 (𝐫). These products can be written as determinants of an 𝑁 ×𝑁 matrix, 𝜙𝑗 (𝐫𝑖 ), formed by putting 𝑁 electrons into 𝑁 orbitals, and are referred to as Slater determinants
(Fig. 2c):
| 𝜙1 (𝐫1 ) 𝜙1 (𝐫2 ) ⋯
|
1 || 𝜙2 (𝐫1 ) 𝜙2 (𝐫2 ) ⋯
𝐷φ (𝐫1 , … , 𝐫𝑁 ) = √
|
⋮
⋱
𝑁! || ⋮
𝜙
(𝐫
)
𝜙
(𝐫
)
⋯
| 𝑁 1
𝑁 2

Variational wavefunction methods

̂ 𝜓 ≤ min⟨𝐻⟩
̂ 𝜓(⋅;θ) .
𝐸 = min⟨𝐻⟩
𝜓

θ

(7)

The bound becomes tighter as the expressiveness of the ansatz is
improved.
One can distinguish two strategies to construct the ansatzes.
First, traditional QC uses relatively simple forms, such that the
integral of Eq. (3) can be evaluated analytically, which drastically simplifies the minimization problem (Piela 2020; Szabo &
Ostlund 1996). Second, quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) enables

𝜙1 (𝐫𝑁 ) ||
𝜙2 (𝐫𝑁 ) ||
.
⋮ ||
|
𝜙𝑁 (𝐫𝑁 )|
(6)
3

Hartree–Fock Perhaps the simplest nontrivial ansatz in QC is
the single Slater determinant of Eq. (6), where the orbitals 𝜙𝑗 (𝐫)
are considered as free parameters. Optimized variationally, this
ansatz leads to the so-called Hartree–Fock (HF) method. In practice the orbitals are linearly expanded in a fixed finite one-electron
basis, 𝜑𝑘 (𝐫), 𝑘 = 1, … , 𝐾, with 𝐾 ∼ 𝑁 in most cases:
[
]
∑
𝐸HF = min 𝐸[det 𝜙𝑗 (𝐫𝑖 )] ≈ min 𝐸 det 𝑘 𝐶𝑘𝑗 𝜑𝑘 (𝐫𝑖 ) . (8)

Box 1 | First and second quantization
Computational methods for the electronic Schrödinger
equation can be divided to first-quantized approaches in
real space and second-quantized approaches in a discrete
basis. In first quantization, one works with the individual electrons and their coordinates directly in real space
(𝐫𝑖 ∈ ℝ3 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁) as in Eq. (1),
|𝜓⟩ =

∫

𝜙𝑗

d𝐫1 d𝐫2 ⋯ 𝜓(𝐫1 , 𝐫2 , …)|𝐫1 𝐫2 ⋯⟩,

𝐶𝑘𝑗

The use of a finite basis set turns the functional optimization problem of Eq. (8) into a computational problem whose cost scales
with the fourth power of the number of basis functions, 𝑂(𝐾 4 ),
assuming a naive implementation. On its own, the HF ansatz is
expressive enough to describe much of chemistry qualitatively,
but not always and certainly not quantitatively. However, it can
be considered a starting point for most wavefunction-based QC
methods.
Density functional theory (DFT) is not such a method, relying
instead on an in-principle exact mapping of the ab-initio Hamiltonian (Eq. 2) to a mean-field-like problem, which can be solved
exactly with a single Slater determinant (Jones 2015; Teale et
al. 2022). However, the variational principle does not hold in
DFT because the exchange-correlation contributions to the energy functional are not known exactly and must be approximated
in practice. From here on, we will stay within the variational principle and instead focus on increasing the expressiveness of the HF
ansatz.

Here, 𝜓 must be an antisymmetric function, which specifies which electrons occupy which coordinates, while the
many-electron basis states (|𝐫1 𝐫2 ⋯⟩) are ordinary nonsymmetric (Cartesian) product states.
In second quantization, one has to first introduce a discrete basis (in practice finite), labelled by 𝑘, which then
enables one to work with preformed antisymmetric manyelectron basis states (Slater determinants), and rather than
specifying which electrons occupy which one-electron
∑
states, the occupation numbers (𝑛𝑘 ∈ {0, 1}, 𝑘 𝑛𝑘 = 𝑁)
specify which one-electron states are occupied without
any reference to a particular electron,
∑
|𝜓⟩ =
𝜓𝑛1 𝑛2 ⋯ |𝑛1 𝑛2 ⋯⟩.
𝑛1 𝑛2 ⋯

Here, 𝜓𝑛1 𝑛2 ⋯ can be an arbitrary tensor without antisymmetry, which is instead encoded in the many-electron basis states |𝑛1 𝑛2 ⋯⟩.
This ability to push the antisymmetry from the wavefunction object to the many-electron basis is the main
advantage of second quantization, at the cost of having
to commit to a particular discrete basis. But regardless
of the computational framework, either the wavefunction
object itself (in first quantization) or the many-electron
basis (in second quantization) consists of Slater determinants, and in high-accuracy methods their number grows
rapidly with system size.

Configuration interaction The HF ansatz can be straightforwardly extended by forming multiple Slater determinants from
different sets of orbitals and considering their linear combination
(Fig. 2c),
∑
𝑐𝑝 𝐷φ𝑝 (𝐫1 , … , 𝐫𝑁 ).
(9)
𝜓(𝐫1 , … , 𝐫𝑁 ) =
𝑝

When the orbitals of each determinant are pooled from a larger
superset of (mutually orthogonal) fixed orbitals of size 𝑀 > 𝑁,
and the only free parameters are the linear coefficients of the determinants, the ansatz is called configuration interaction (CI). One
of the appeals of the CI ansatz is that its Slater determinants can
be considered a many-electron antisymmetric basis and labelled
using the occupation numbers of the one-electron states. This
so-called second quantized formalism has many convenient properties for computation (see Box 1).( The
) simplest version of CI,
called full CI (FCI), considers all 𝑀
possible Slater determi𝑁
nants and is exact within the chosen finite one-electron basis. In
the usual case when 𝑀 ∼ 𝑁, however, the computational effort
scales exponentially with 𝑁, which makes FCI applicable only
to the smallest molecules. Ways to tackle the exponential scaling include fixed truncation of the CI expansion or its “compression” through analytical means (coupled cluster theory, Bartlett &
Musiał 2007; matrix product states, Chan & Sharma 2011), deterministic pruning (selected CI, Huron et al. 1973), or stochastic sampling (FCI-QMC, Booth et al. 2009). Section 5 explores
a novel way of “compressing” the CI expansion through neural
networks.

First and second quantization. Illustration on 𝑁 = 3 electrons
in 1D and a finite basis of size 5. 𝖗 = (𝐫1 , 𝐫2 , 𝐫3 ).

the use of arbitrarily complex ansatzes at the cost of having to
do the integral evaluation and minimization stochastically (Becca
& Sorella 2017). The latter is a natural framework to incorporate
neural networks, and we introduce it in more detail in Section 3.1.
Here we introduce three ansatzes for electronic wavefunctions
of the first (traditional) kind, since they serve as scaffolding for
the neural-network ansatzes of Sections 4 and 5. We also briefly
discuss how they relate to other popular QC methods.

Beyond fixed bases The effectiveness of the CI ansatz depends
on the choice of the fixed molecular orbitals 𝜙𝑗 (𝐫) from which
4

Box 2 | Variational Monte Carlo
Optimization of wavefunctions with neural networks naturally leads to the variational Monte Carlo (VMC) framework. First, Monte Carlo integration of Eq. (3) can
handle arbitrarily complicated ansatzes for which analytical integrals are not available. Second, VMC samples these integrals stochastically which naturally combines with the stochastic gradient descent used for optimizing neural networks. In traditional QC, VMC has
been used extensively with real-space first-quantized approaches (Foulkes et al. 2001) and more recently in
the discrete-basis second-quantized setting (Neuscamman 2013; Sabzevari & Sharma 2018).
The expectation value of any operator, such as the
Hamiltonian (Eq. 3), can be written as a Monte Carlo integral over a continuous or discrete basis, {|𝐱⟩},

solve

E

iterations

Fig. 3 | Variational Monte Carlo with neural networks. Electron positions, 𝐫𝑗 , or orbital occupation numbers, 𝑛𝑘 , describe an electron configuration which is an input to the wavefunction, 𝜓, represented by a
neural network parametrized with θ. The wavefunction is used in two
ways: first, to sample new electron configurations which provide new input to the neural network (yellow), and second, to evaluate the electronic
energy, which is minimized by varying the network parameters (blue).

̂ 𝜓=
⟨𝐻⟩

Here, the expectation value is obtained as an expected
value of a “local” energy 𝐸loc , local in the sense that it
is defined for every basis element 𝐱.
A straightforward and generally applicable way to obtain the samples is Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
MCMC is an iterative procedure, in which a new sample
point, 𝐱′ , is produced from a current one, 𝐱, by making a
proposal step with probability 𝑔(𝐱′ |𝐱), and then accepting
or rejecting the proposal with probability
)
(
|⟨𝐱′ |𝜓⟩|2 𝑔(𝐱|𝐱′ )
.
𝑝 = min 1,
|⟨𝐱|𝜓⟩|2 𝑔(𝐱′ |𝐱)

the Slater determinants 𝐷φ𝑝 (𝐫1 , … , 𝐫𝑁 ) are built. A natural extension of CI allows both the orbitals and the CI expansion coefficients 𝑐𝑝 to vary during the variational minimization. Such an
ansatz of two stacked linear combinations (Eqs. 8 and 9) is harder
to optimize but much more expressive. The most common vari( ′)
Slater determinants formed by letting
ant is to consider all 𝑀
𝑁′
𝑁 ′ < 𝑁 electrons occupy a space of 𝑀 ′ < 𝑀 orbitals, while
the remaining 𝑁 − 𝑁 ′ electrons occupy a fixed set of inactive
obitals. This is called the complete active space self-consistent
field (CASSCF) method (Olsen 2011). Due to the larger variational freedom, a CASSCF ansatz typically requires many fewer
determinants than a CI ansatz of comparable accuracy.
But CASSCF and even FCI are still limited by the fixed oneelectron basis used to form the molecular orbitals (Eq. 8): FCI is
only exact in the complete basis set limit, which in practice cannot be reached for any but the smallest molecular systems. An
extension of the CASSCF ansatz would allow not only the oneelectron orbitals but also the one-electron basis functions to vary.
The stacked structure of such an ansatz would be reminiscent of
deep neural networks, and Section 4 explores the culmination of
this line of thought by incorporating actual deep neural networks
into the ansatz. This removes any a priori limitations on the expressiveness. By making each individual determinant maximally
expressive, such ansatzes further reduce the number of determinants required to reach a given accuracy.
3
3.1

̂
[
]
|⟨𝐱|𝜓⟩|2 ⟨𝐱|𝐻|𝜓⟩
= 𝔼𝐱∼|⟨𝐱|𝜓⟩|2 𝐸loc (𝐱) .
∫𝐱 ⟨𝜓|𝜓⟩ ⟨𝐱|𝜓⟩

The resulting Markov chain then samples |⟨𝐱|𝜓⟩|2 . Variants of MCMC differ in the construction of the proposal
steps and 𝑔, and include the simplest Metropolis algorithm (𝑔(𝐱′ |𝐱) = 𝑔(𝐱|𝐱′ )) as well as more sophisticated
flavours such as Langevin Monte Carlo.
The VMC formula for the expectation value is exact in
the limit of infinite sample size,  → ∞,√
but in practice it
incurs a statistical error proportional to Var[𝐸loc ]∕ .
√
While 1∕  converges slowly with sample size, VMC
has the great benefit that the as the ansatz converges to the
exact eigenstates, the local energy converges to a constant
(the exact energy), and as such its variance vanishes and
so does the statistical sampling error.

Machine learning for electronic Schrödinger equation
pectation value corresponding to this wavefunction. The inputs
are sampled from the probability distribution given by the square
of the wavefunction represented by the current neural network,
and the Hamiltonian operator is used to obtain an estimate of the
loss function from the samples. The parameters of the network,
and thus the wavefunction, are then modified to minimize the
loss function. Except for the representation of the wavefunction
as a network, this is the regular variational Monte Carlo (VMC)
framework (Box 2). The optimization methods used (Box 3) are

Mapping quantum mechanics to machine learning

A ML problem and its solution are specified by the model, its
inputs and outputs, the data, and the optimization criterion (loss
function). In this regard, solving the Schrödinger equation with
the variational principle amounts to the following ML problem
(Fig. 3). The neural network (Section 3.2) represents a wavefunction, which accepts electron coordinates (first quantization)
or occupation numbers (second quantization) as input and outputs the wavefunction value. The loss function is the energy ex5

Table 1 | Dictionary of electronic structure and machine learning.

Electronic structure

Machine learning

Wavefunction
Natural orbital
Stochastic reconfiguration
Hartree–Fock
Diffusion Monte Carlo

Probability distribution
Marginal distribution
Natural gradient descent
Mean-field variational Bayes
Particle filtering;
Sequential Monte Carlo

Box 3 | Optimizing neural-network ansatzes
Up to the statistical error, the VMC expectation value for
the energy (Box 2) obeys the variational principle (Eq. 4).
VMC exploits this by varying a parametric wavefunction
ansatz 𝜓θ so as to minimize the energy. For a sufficiently
expressive ansatz, the variational energy will eventually
approximate the ground state energy of Eq. (1) and the
ansatz will approximate the ground state wavefunction Ψ.
The most straightforward optimization method is gradient descent, where the parameters are iteratively updated as
𝜕𝐸(θ)
θ ←θ−𝜂
𝜕θ
with learning rate 𝜂 > 0. The energy gradient is given by

also fairly conventional, although adapted to a neural network
context. This straightforward correspondence between the Schrödinger equation and ML led to the introduction of similar concepts
on both sides, albeit known under different names (Table 1).
The applicability of deep learning for quantum-mechanical calculations was first realized and exploited by Carleo & Troyer
(2017) for the case of spin lattices in one and two dimensions.
Their approach, known as Neural Quantum States (NQS), has
since been applied to many different quantum systems (Adams
et al. 2021; Astrakhantsev et al. 2021; Nomura et al. 2017; Saito
2017). In essence, this review is concerned with the extension of
this approach to electrons in molecules.
3.2

𝜕𝐸
̂ − ⟨𝐻⟩⟨
̂ 𝑂̂ ∗ ⟩,
= ⟨𝑂̂ 𝑘∗ 𝐻⟩
𝑘
𝜕𝜃𝑘
where

𝜕 ln 𝜓(𝐱; θ)
𝑂̂ 𝑘 (𝐱) =
𝜕𝜃𝑘

is an operator representing the logarithmic derivatives of
the wavefunction. This gradient can be efficiently estimated using Monte Carlo integration (Box 2).
In some cases the optimization can be sped up and
made more stable with higher-order methods, such as the
stochastic reconfiguration (SR) scheme (Sorella 1998).
SR takes the correlation between individual variational
parameters into account by introducing the quantum geometric tensor 𝑆:

Deep learning

The standard practice in ab-initio QC today is in some ways analogous to the state of computer vision before the rise of deep learning. Prior to 2012, the best pipelines for large-scale image recognition consisted of a combination of hand-designed features and
simple ML models (Perronnin et al. 2010). A single deep convolutional neural network trained end-to-end was able to cut the
recognition error in half relative to these systems (Krizhevsky et
al. 2012), and since then deep neural networks have dominated
computer vision research.
In ab-initio QC, ground-state solutions to the Schrödinger
equation are usually represented by a wavefunction ansatz with
a relatively simple functional form, and parameters are usually
fit through a mix of procedures (fixed-point iteration, variational
optimization) rather than a unified end-to-end estimation of all parameters simultaneously. The development of deep QMC methods is driven by the hope that the use of neural networks will significantly increase the expressiveness of wavefunction ansatzes,
enabling large leaps in accuracy as in image recognition. To appreciate how and why deep neural networks can be usefully applied in QC, a brief review of their application in artificial intelligence is necessary. For a thorough review of the history of deep
learning, see Schmidhuber (2015), and for a review of the fundamental concepts in deep learning, see LeCun et al. (2015).
Neural networks date back to the very beginning of computer
science (McCulloch & Pitts 1943), and their modern form originates with the single perceptron “unit” (Rosenblatt 1958), which
produces as output a non-linear function of the sum of a constant,
known as the bias, and a linear combination of its inputs. The
non-linear function rises from zero to one as its input increases,
mimicking the activation function of a biological neuron. When
many such units are assembled in parallel to form a “layer,” and
several layers are computed serially, taking the output from one

𝑆𝑘𝑘′ = ⟨𝑂𝑘∗ 𝑂𝑘′ ⟩ − ⟨𝑂𝑘∗ ⟩⟨𝑂𝑘′ ⟩.
The update rule is then modified to
θ ← θ − 𝜂𝐒−1

𝜕𝐸(θ)
.
𝜕θ

The SR scheme approximates an imaginary-time evolution where each iteration tries to best approximate the
̂
state e−𝜂 𝐻 |𝜓⟩. SR is similar to the natural gradient descent algorithm (Amari 1998) that is well-known in the
ML community, and 𝐒 can be interpreted as a quantum
generalization of the Fisher information matrix (Ay et al.
2017). In some cases, it is convenient to approximate the
quantum geometric tensor 𝐒 using the Kronecker-factored
approximate curvature (KFAC) approach (Martens &
Grosse 2015).

layer as the input to the next, the resulting multi-layer perceptron (MLP) can, in theory, represent any smooth function to arbitrary accuracy given enough units (Hornik et al. 1989). However, actually fitting or learning a set of parameters that matches
any given function is different matter. A form of gradient descent utilizing derivatives computed using backpropagation, or
reverse-mode automatic differentiation (Linnainmaa 1970, 1976;
Werbos 1974), was found to be effective for training neural networks (Rumelhart et al. 1986). This led to a wave of enthusiasm
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for neural networks, which eventually faded as several issues were
discovered, such as the infamous “vanishing gradients” and getting stuck in local minima.
Several factors were instrumental in rehabilitating neural networks under the banner of “deep learning”: a combination of algorithmic advances (Glorot & Bengio 2010) and the use of modern GPU hardware (Hooker 2020) made the computations much
faster, and the resulting ability to train larger networks made issues with local minima less severe (Choromanska et al. 2015;
Dauphin et al. 2014). Furthermore, deep neural networks with
the help of stochastic gradient descent can be applied straightforwardly and efficiently to large datasets, unlike other ML models
(Bottou & Bousquet 2008, 2011). Finally, empirical successes
like winning the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (Russakovsky et al. 2015) helped legitimize deep learning
research and generate excitement among researchers.
Today, the barrier to entry for developing and training deep
neural networks is quite low, thanks to a mature ecosystem of
software libraries for numerical computing with automatic differentiation and hardware accelerators (Abadi et al. 2016; Bradbury et al. 2018; Paszke et al. 2017). However, actually achieving
good performance from a deep learning model still requires some
finesse and application of various heuristics. It is safe to say that a
significant amount of the practice of deep learning remains more
art than science. The good news is that once effective heuristics
for a particular problem domain have been developed, these same
heuristics can often be applied with little modification to other
problems in the same domain.
3.3

of these equivariant layers can be unified in a conceptual framework based around the language of geometry and group theory,
wherein the choice of transformation to be equivariant to leads
naturally to recipes for constructing the appropriate neural network layers (Bronstein et al. 2021).
Another class of neural network architectures, which have been
influential as wavefunction ansatzes, are restricted Boltzmann
machines (RBMs) (Hinton & Salakhutdinov 2006). These were
originally developed for unsupervised learning, but in the VMC
setting considered here they lead to a simple deterministic expression for the log probability that closely resembles a one-layer
MLP. Despite their early popularity, RBMs have been largely
eclipsed in the AI community by other methods for unsupervised
learning, such as variational autoencoders (Kingma & Welling
2013), generative adversarial networks (Goodfellow et al. 2014),
normalizing flows (Rezende & Mohamed 2015), autoregressive
models (van den Oord et al. 2016a,b), and diffusion models (SohlDickstein et al. 2015). In fact, some of these newer models have
started to have an impact as neural network wavefunction ansatzes
for spin systems. Examples are deep autoregressive quantum
states (Sharir et al. 2020), convolutional neural networks (Choo
et al. 2019), recurrent neural networks (Hibat-Allah et al. 2020),
and normalizing flows (Xie et al. 2022).
4

One approach to studying the electronic problem with deep learning is to work with parameterized many-body wavefunctions
in first quantization, 𝜓(𝖗; θ). Here 𝖗 stands for the 𝑁-tuple
of electron coordinates, 𝐫1 , 𝐫2 , … , 𝐫𝑁 , and sampling is realized
over electronic positions 𝖗 (Box 2). The antisymmetry constraint (Eq. 5) must be imposed in 𝜓 to avoid collapsing onto
a lower-energy bosonic state. A commonly adopted form is
𝜓(𝖗; θ) = 𝑆(𝖗; θ) × 𝐴(𝖗; θ), where the first factor is symmetric (or “bosonic”) under exchange of electron coordinates and the
second factor carries the necessary antisymmetry. The simplest
and most common approach is to build the antisymmetric part
of the wavefunctions using Slater determinants (Eq. 6). As discussed in Section 2, single Slater determinants with fixed orbitals
have limited expressiveness and many such determinants need to
be combined to achieve high accuracy. A natural generalization of
a sum of fixed-orbital Slater determinants is the commonly-used
Slater–Jastrow wavefunction

Neural network architectures

The starting point for most neural networks is the multi-layer perceptron (MLP), formed as a composition of 𝐿 layers,
MLP(𝐱) = 𝑓 𝐿 ◦𝑓 𝐿−1 ◦ ⋯ ◦𝑓 1 (𝐱),
)
(
𝑓 𝓁 (𝐳) = 𝑓 𝐖𝓁 𝐳 + 𝐛𝓁 ,

Electrons in first quantization

(10)

where 𝑓 is some non-linear activation function, and 𝐖𝓁 and 𝐛𝓁
are the matrices of weights and vectors of biases to learn. While
a vanilla MLP is capable of representing arbitrary functions, the
real power of neural networks comes from more sophisticated architectures. Many of these architectures are designed to encode
some particular invariance or equivariance—that is, when the input to the network is transformed in a particular way, the output
should either be unchanged or should transform in a corresponding way. For instance, the weights in a layer of a convolutional
neural network (ConvNet) (LeCun et al. 1998) are restricted to be
a discrete convolution operator, which constrains each layer to be
translation-equivariant, a natural constraint for image recognition,
and also dramatically reduces the number of possible weights in
a layer.
Equivariance to permutation is another frequently useful property, and one that is especially important in real-space approaches
to representing electronic wavefunctions (see Section 4). A simple permutation-equivariant layer first proposed by Shawe-Taylor
(1989) can be constructed by applying the same transformation to each input and summing the results. More sophisticated
permutation-equivariant layers are used by models like the Transformer (Vaswani et al. 2017) or SchNet (Schütt et al. 2018). Many

𝜓(𝖗; θ) = e𝐽 ({𝖗};θ)

∑
𝑘

| 𝜙𝑘 (𝐫 ; θ) ⋯ 𝜙𝑘 (𝐫 ; θ) |
| 1 1
|
1 𝑁
|
|
⋮
⋱
⋮
𝑐𝑘 |
|
| 𝑘
|
|𝜙 (𝐫1 ; θ) ⋯ 𝜙𝑘 (𝐫𝑁 ; θ)|
𝑁
| 𝑁
|

(11)

where the Jastrow factor, 𝐽 ({𝖗}; θ) constitutes the symmetric
(“bosonic”) part of the state and typically contains one- and twobody (and in many cases higher-order) parameterized correlations. The set notation, {𝖗} ≡ {𝐫1 , … , 𝐫2 }, indicates that 𝐽 does
not depend on the order of the electron coordinates. The determinants in Eq. (11) are typically replaced with the product of spinup and spin-down determinants (Foulkes et al. 2001). Separating
the up- and down-spin determinants improves computational efficiency, simplifies the implementation, and makes it easier to handle the electron-electron cusps, while leaving expectation values
of spin-independent operators unchanged.
7

Fig. 4 | Neural-network architectures for selected real-space wavefunctions. (a) Original PauliNet architecture from (Hermann et al. 2020). (b)
Original FermiNet architecture from (Pfau et al. 2020). Both architectures have been modified and extended by various contributions mentioned in
this review. (c) Approach to computing exciting states in (Entwistle et al. 2022).

More flexible parametric forms can be obtained leveraging the
approximation power of artificial neural networks. In the following, we discuss neural-network-based strategies to parameterize
these forms.

when discussing continuous space later on. The symmetric part
𝑆(𝖗; θ) can be readily parameterized with a strategy closely related to NQS for spins:
𝑆(𝖗; θ) = 𝑔(𝑛(𝖗); θ),

4.1

(12)

where 𝑛(𝖗) is the unique occupation number representation corresponding to the electronic positions 𝖗 and 𝑔 represent a generic
function which could be represented by a neural network. Since
the occupation numbers 𝑛(𝖗) are invariant under permutation of
the electron positions, 𝑔(𝑛(𝖗)) is also symmetric under exchange.
Any of the NN architectures also adopted for spin systems (Carleo & Troyer 2017) or lattice bosons (Saito 2017) can be used
to represent the symmetric part 𝑆. Early works on the Hubbard model adopted positive-definite RBM-based parameteriza-

Discrete space

The first applications of neural networks to electronic systems
were for electrons moving in discretized space, as realized, for example, in the 2D Hubbard model of strongly-interacting electrons.
In the following, for simplicity, we discuss the case of 𝑁 spinless
electrons in 𝑀 lattice sites, and denote with 𝑙(𝐫) ∈ [1, 𝑀] the
discrete lattice index corresponding to electron position 𝐫. The
extension to the spinful case will be considered more in detail
8

tions of 𝑆(𝖗; θ) (Nomura et al. 2017), while more recent works
have adopted deep-network parameterizations allowing for sign
changes (Stokes et al. 2020).
The simplest parameterization for the antisymmetric part,
𝐴(𝖗; θ), is again a Slater determinant
| 𝜙1 (𝐫1 ; θ) ⋯ 𝜙1 (𝐫𝑁 ; θ) |
|
|
|,
⋮
⋱
⋮
𝐴(𝖗; θ) = ||
|
|𝜙 (𝐫 ; θ) ⋯ 𝜙 (𝐫 ; θ)|
| 𝑁 1
|
𝑁 𝑁

4.2

Continuous space

We now focus on describing the important case of first-quantized
electrons in continuous space, directly corresponding to the electronic Schrödinger equation. As in the discrete-space case, the
Slater–Jastrow form may be improved in a matter suitable for use
with neural quantum states by adding a backflow transformation,
in which the one-electron orbitals 𝜙𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 ; θ) are replaced by manyelectron functions 𝜙̃ 𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 , {𝖗}; θ). The backflow transformation
can either modify the orbitals directly via a multiplicative and/or
additive term:

(13)

where the matrix Φ ∈ ℂ𝑁×𝑀 of discrete orbitals 𝜙𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 ) = Φ𝑖,𝑙(𝐫𝑗 )
holds the variational parameters to be optimized. This approach,
however, has the important drawback of not providing enough
variational flexibility, since it effectively fixes the anti-symmetric
part to a mean-field reference solution.

⨂

⨁

𝜙̃ 𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 , {𝖗}; θ) = 𝜙𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 )𝑓𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 , {𝖗}; θ) + 𝑓𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 , {𝖗}; θ), (16)
or act as a quasiparticle transformation of the electron coordinates:
(
)
𝜙̃ 𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 , {𝖗}; θ) = 𝜙𝑖 𝐫𝑗 + ξ({𝖗}; θ) ,
(17)
⨂

⨁

Neural backflow A significant improvement is obtained by
considering a many-body backflow transformation of the orbitals
(Feynman & Cohen 1956; Kwon et al. 1993). In this variational
form, the matrix of one-electron orbitals Φ is promoted to a parameterized many-electron function depending on all the occupation numbers:

where the paramterized functions, 𝑓𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖 , ξ, are invariant to
permutations of {𝖗}, and ξ({𝖗}; θ) is a three-component vector
that modifies 𝐫𝑗 . If we consider a determinant of orbitals of this
form,
| 𝜙1 (𝐫1 ; {𝖗}) ⋯ 𝜙1 (𝐫𝑁 ; {𝖗}) |
|
|
|
|,
⋮
⋱
⋮
(18)
|
|
|𝜙 (𝐫 ; {𝖗}) ⋯ 𝜙 (𝐫 ; {𝖗})|
| 𝑁 1
|
𝑁 𝑁

̃ 𝑖𝑗 (θ) = Φ𝑖𝑗 (θ) + Δ𝑖𝑗 (𝑛(𝖗); θ),
Φ

then we see that orbitals with backflow transformations are just
one example of a broader class of functions: in order for the determinant to be antisymmetric, the matrix with elements Φ𝑖𝑗 =
𝜙𝑖 (𝐫𝑗 ; {𝔯}) must be permutation-equivariant; that is, exchanging
electrons 𝑘 and 𝑙 also exchanges columns 𝑘 and 𝑙. While traditional Slater–Jastrow–backflow wavefunctions have had considerable success, they also have limitations due to the choice of
fixed functional forms. The goal, therefore, is to come up with
more flexible permutation-equivariant functions. Here we highlight several approaches that share this common theme.

(14)

where Δ is a correction to the single-particle orbitals Φ. In
physics-inspired parameterizations, Δ is typically taken to be a
simple function of the electronic occupation numbers (Tocchio
et al. 2008). The neural backflow method (Luo & Clark 2019)
instead introduced a flexible parameterization of the backflow orbitals based on artificial neural networks. In this case, Δ is parameterized with a MLP taking as inputs the electronic occupation numbers and outputing a many-body correction to the matrix
Φ. This approach allows the orbitals to dynamically change depending on the positions of the electrons, thus allowing one to
include genuinely many-body correlations in the antisymmetric
part of the wavefunction.

Iterative backflow Taddei et al. (2015) introduced a form of
backflow that applied Eq. (17) repeatedly in an interative fashion.
Such an ansatz is formally equivalent to expressing the backflow
as a deep neural network (Ruggeri et al. 2018), albeit with artificial restriction on the dimensionality of the hidden layers. The
iterative backflow was used for studying the 3 He and 4 He liquids

Constrained hidden fermions Neural backflow transformations are not the only way to introduce flexible parameterizations
of the antisymmetric part of the wavefunction. The constrained
hidden fermion formalism builds on the idea of introducing a set
of 𝑁̃ auxiliary fermionic particles, with positions 𝔮, and living
̃ lattice sites. These auxiliary particles are used to effecon 𝑀
tively mediate correlations among the physical degrees of freẽ 𝖖; θ) a Slater
dom (Robledo Moreno et al. 2022). Calling 𝐴(𝖗,
determinant for the extended (physical+hidden) system, the resulting antisymmetric form for the physical system is given by
̃ 𝐹 (𝖗; θ)).
𝐴(𝖗; θ) = 𝐴(𝖗,

DeepWF The DeepWF (Han et al. 2019) approach uses an
ansatz similar to a Slater–Jastrow wavefunction but with a simpler antisymmetric term:
𝜓(𝖗) = 𝑆({𝖗}, 𝑅)𝐴↑ (𝖗↑ )𝐴↓ (𝖗↓ ).

(19)

The learned symmetric function 𝑆 is similar to a Jastrow factor
and ensures that the wavefunction captures the electron-nuclear
and electron-electron cusp conditions. The antisymmetric factors 𝐴𝜎 are constructed from the Vandermonde-like determinant of an (explicitly antisymmetric two-body
function, 𝐴𝜎 =
)
∏
1≤𝑖≤𝑗≤𝑁 𝑎(𝐫𝑖 , 𝐫𝑗 , 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) − 𝑎(𝐫𝑗 , 𝐫𝑖 , 𝑟𝑖𝑗 ) . The two-body antisymmetric function is entirely learned. Such a functional form can be
evaluated in (𝑁 2 ) operations, compared to (𝑁 3 ) for a determinant. However, the use of a simplified antisymmetric function is
also likely to limit the accuracy achieved: DeepWF obtains only

(15)

In this expression, 𝐹 is a function, parameterized by a neural network, mapping the physical positions to the hidden ones. This
approach has been shown to improve systematically over the neural backflow form for the 2D Hubbard model (Robledo Moreno
et al. 2022).
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FermiNet FermiNet (Pfau et al. 2020) takes a more minimalist
(or machine-learning maximalist) approach and attempts to train
a neural network to represent the entire wavefunction (Fig. 4b).
FermiNet uses two parallel networks, describing one- and twoelectron features respectively. The inputs to each layer in the oneelectron stream are permutation-equivariant functions of the activations from the previous layers of the one- and two-electron
streams. The final layer projects the latent space into the required
number of orbitals, from which determinants can be formed and
evaluated. As with PauliNet, the final wavefunction is a sum over
a number of determinants. For most of the results reported in
Pfau et al. (2020), 16 determinants were used. FermiNet builds
up a rich description of electron-electron interactions from the
permutation-equivariant mixing of information describing oneand two-electron features. In particular, the electron-nuclear and
electron-electron cusps in the wavefunction are represented accurately, despite not being encoded explicitly. Whereas PauliNet is
usually trained with the ADAM optimizer, FermiNet training was
found to be substantially improved when employing the KFAC
optimizer.
While both PauliNet and FermiNet exceed the accuracy of conventional SJB wavefunctions on small systems, there are important tradeoffs between the two models. Results from both on the
automerization of cyclobutadiene can be seen in Fig. 5. The FermiNet is typically trained with a larger number of parameters than
the PauliNet, requiring more iterations and more computation per
iteration to converge, but it typically converges to a lower absolute energy. Recently, Gerard et al. (2022) proposed a hybrid
ansatz which uses neural network layers similar to the SchNet and
PauliNet in a FermiNet-like architecture. This hybrid ansatz was
found to reach even lower absolute energies than the FermiNet on
systems like benzene and the potassium atom.

PauliNet
(ground)
PauliNet
(transition)
FermiNet
(ground)
FermiNet
(transition)
Hartree-Fock
CCSD(T)
PauliNet
FermiNet
CCSD(T)
MR-CC
Experiment

100 1
10 102 103 104 105
Iterations
Fig. 5 | Automerization of cyclobutadiene with neural-network
ansatzes. Both PauliNet and FermiNet predict relative energies within
the range of experimental values and agree with multireference coupled cluster. The PauliNet converges more quickly, while the FermiNet
reaches lower total energy. Figure modified from Spencer et al. (2020).

43.6% of the correlation energy for the beryllium atom and does
not even reach HF accuracy for the boron atom. The PauliNet and
FermiNet approaches described below do much better. Vanilla
PauliNet obtained 99.94% and 97.3% of the correlation energies
for the beryllium and boron atoms, and FermiNet 99.97% and
99.83%, respectively. Furthermore, FermiNet and PauliNet both
substantially surpass conventional Slater-Jastrow-backflow (SJB)
wavefunctions on first-row atoms, for which nearly exact benchmark values exist.

Potential energy surfaces Typically one optimises a wavefunction at a specific geometry but this quickly becomes prohibitively
expensive for exploring the high-dimensional potential energy
surface of even relatively small molecules. Scherbela et al. (2022)
developed a training methodology that allows weight sharing between (simplified) PauliNet architectures targeting different geometries. By switching the geometry being trained at each epoch,
they showed that the computational cost for training across a set
of geometries can be improved by an order of magnitude without
affecting the accuracy of the final energies, with 95% of network
parameters shared across all geometries. This implies that the network is learning features of electron correlation in general rather
than fitting to a specific geometry. They also demonstrated that
a wavefunction for a larger molecule could be initialised from a
wavefunction for a smaller molecule and could then be fine-tuned
in a relatively short optimization stage. Pretraining neural network wavefunctions from smaller systems has also been shown
to dramatically accelerate convergence for Kagome lattice models (Yang et al. 2020a).
In a similar vein, Gao & Günnemann (2022a,b) demonstrated
that a meta-learning approach, where a graph neural network is
used to parameterize a wavefunction model, can accurately represent the wavefunctions for multiple geometries, enabling a fully
quantum-mechanical potential energy surface to be represented in
a single model. Their approach used a FermiNet-like wavefunc-

PauliNet PauliNet (Hermann et al. 2020) builds upon HF or
CASSCF orbitals as a physically meaningful baseline and takes
a neural network approach to the SJB wavefunction in order to
correct this baseline towards a high-accuracy solution (Fig. 4a).
Cusp conditions are explicitly met via the inclusion of cusp correction terms in the wavefunction (Ma et al. 2005). A graphconvolutional block based on SchNet (Schütt et al. 2018) is used to
create a permutation-equivariant latent space representation depending on the many-electron configuration. This embedding is
then passed into separate deep neural networks that learn the Jastrow factor and a (cuspless) backflow transformation. Hermann et
al. (2020) introduced PauliNet with a purely multiplicative backflow as shown in Fig. 4a; Schätzle et al. (2021) generalized this
to a multiplicative and additive backflow as shown in Eq. (16).
PauliNet is optimized with a fixed number of Slater determinants.
Most of the results reported in Hermann et al. (2020) and Schätzle
et al. (2021) were obtained with around 10 determinants.
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tion model, but the meta-learning concept is directly applicable
to other wavefunction representations, assuming the wavefunction form is sufficiently flexible.

al. (2020), which were already within 1mH of exact results for
all first-row atoms. Given evidence that the mean-field equivalent of PauliNet can essentially match HF in the complete basis
set limit (Schätzle et al. 2021), it is possible that the remaining
error in PauliNet and FermiNet wavefunctions is dominated by
errors in the nodal surface, which are rarely sampled regions during optimisation. If this is the case, diffusion Monte Carlo with
the fixed node approximation may not produce substantially lower
energies. On the other hand, since neural network wavefunctions
routinely capture over 90% of the correlation energy at the VMC
level, the need to perform expensive diffusion Monte Carlo calculations is greatly reduced. More recently, Ren et al. (2022)
showed that DMC can capture roughly half of the remaining correlation energy for the atoms Li-Ar, when using a very small
FermiNet-based architecture. Whilst it is possible to achieve energies within chemical accuracy using FermiNet at the VMC level,
these calculations model the case for larger systems where converging the energy with respect to network size might not be feasible. Ren et al. (2022) went on to demonstrate that DMC using
FermiNet trial wavefunctions noticeably reduces the energy for
larger systems. In the case of the benzene dimer, the reduction
was 50mH.

Periodic systems There has also been progress on using firstquantized neural network architectures in periodic systems, such
as interacting quantum gases in low dimension (Pescia et al.
2022), the electron gas (Cassella et al. 2022; Li et al. 2022b;
Wilson et al. 2022), and for small cells of solids such as lithium
hydride and graphene (Li et al. 2022b). Again, sufficiently
expressive networks at the VMC level have been found capable of rivalling or surpassing the accuracy of fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo calculations using conventional Slater-Jastrowbackflow trial wavefunctions.
4.3

Extensions

Pseudopotentials The electronic structure of heavy atoms, especially transition metals, is complicated and challenging for all
QC methods. The difficulty is compounded by the high computational cost of variational Monte Carlo methods, which scale
roughly as (𝑍 5 ) (Hammond et al. 1987), where 𝑍 is the nuclear charge. Whilst the core electrons contribute heavily to the
total energy, energy differences are largely determined by the behaviour of the valence electrons. The core electrons can therefore
be removed and the effective nuclear charge reduced by the use
of pseudopotentials. The use of pseudopotentials is common in
many methods, including density functional theory and conventional variational Monte Carlo. Li et al. (2022a) demonstrate that
effective core potentials can be readily combined with FermiNet
and achieve accuracy comparable to CCSDT(Q) extrapolated to
the complete basis set limit for first-row transition metal atoms.
The computational time per iteration was reduced by 43% (17%)
for the scandium (zinc) atom using an argon core. Again, this
approach is not restricted to FermiNet. Pseudopotentials can be
used with any first-quantized neural network wavefunction.

Excited States Our discussion so far, and most VMC calculations, have focused on ground state properties. However, excited
states are of critical importance to understand the behaviour of
materials. Fortunately, recent algorithmic developments by multiple groups have demonstrated that the calculation of excited
states using VMC methods is feasible and can achieve an acceptable trade-off in accuracy and cost. Here we highlight three
such approaches utilizing conventional VMC wavefunctions. One
approach is the state-averaged VMC method (Dash et al. 2019;
Schautz & Filippi 2004), in which the average energy over multiple states is minimised and individual states are projected out via
diagonalization within the basis of excited states. Similar techniques are used with other quantum chemistry methods. Zhao
& Neuscamman (2016) instead minimized a different objective
function, such that the state with energy closest to a desired energy target is obtained. Pathak et al. (2021) suggested a simple alternative, where a state is forced to be (approximately) orthogonal
to all lower energy states via a penalty term. These techniques can
be readily applied to VMC using neural-network wavefunctions
and, in particular, penalty function approaches have recently been
explored. As with ground-state calculations, the flexibility of the
wavefunction ansatz to represent the desired state is critical. Entwistle et al. (2022) demonstrated that the PauliNet architecture
combined with a penalty function can represent the lowest few
excited states of molecules up to the size of benzene (Fig. 4c).
Relatedly, Choo et al. (2018) demonstrated that NQS on lattice
models can obtain the lowest-energy state of any given Abelian
symmetry by performing what is essentially a ground-state simulation in that symmetry sector, and multiple states of the same
symmetry using a penalty function. However, the most accurate
and efficient way to obtain excited states within VMC, irrespective of wavefunction ansatz, remains an open question (Cuzzocrea
et al. 2020).

Diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) Projector methods such as
DMC (Needs et al. 2020) and auxiliary-field Monte Carlo (Shi
& Zhang 2021) go beyond VMC by using stochastic algorithms
to sample the ground state without requiring its wavefunction to
be represented as a known function or network. DMC is in principle exact but, for many-fermion systems, relies in practice on
the fixed-node approximation, in which collapse to the bosonic
ground state is avoided by imposing the sign structure of the trial
wavefunction on the DMC wavefunction. A DMC simulation
therefore samples (stochastically) the lowest energy state with the
same sign structure as the trial wavefunction. The improvements
that result from applying DMC to conventional Slater-Jastrowbackflow trial functions optimized using VMC methods are substantial, explaining why DMC is so often used to provide improved estimates of the ground-state wavefunction and energy.
Wilson et al. (2021) combined DMC with a FermiNet trial wavefunction. For first-row atoms, DMC captured much of the remaining correlation energy (94% of the difference between the
VMC energy and the exact energy in the case of the nitrogen
atom). However, Wilson et al. (2021) used a simplified FermiNet
that gave VMC energies higher than those reported by Pfau et
11

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 | Electronic energies for molecules and solids in second quantization (a) Dissociation curve for 𝐶2 molecule in the STO-3G basis. The
green stars show results for a restricted Boltzmann machine which represents the electrons in discrete space. Figure taken from (Choo et al. 2020).
(b) Graphene on a honeycomb lattice solved using the cc-pVDZ basis set. Figure taken from (Yoshioka et al. 2021).
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Electrons in second quantization

systems. The same duality allows the creation and annihilation
operators appearing in the electronic Hamiltonian (Eq. 20) to be
written in terms of spin operators. This can be achieved, for example, with the Jordan–Wigner mapping (Jordan & Wigner 1928),
that transforms annihilation and creation operators into, respectively, lowering and raising spin operators 𝜎̂ 𝑗± = (𝜎̂ 𝑗𝑥 ± 𝑖𝜎̂ 𝑗𝑦 )∕2.
This mapping is not unique, however, and there exist more recent
alternatives, such as parity or Bravyi–Kitaev encodings (Bravyi &
Kitaev 2002), both of which have been developed in the context
of quantum simulations.
Regardless of the choice of spin encoding, the final outcome is
a spin Hamiltonian with the general form

Instead of working directly with the infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space corresponding to the real-space Hamiltonian of Eq. (2), it
is common practice in QC to use a finite basis set. By choosing
a set of electronic basis functions {𝜑1 (𝐫), 𝜑2 (𝐫), … }, we can define a set of second-quantised operators 𝑐̂𝑖† (𝑐̂𝑖 ) which create (annihilate) an electron in the 𝑖-th basis function, and which satisfy
the canonical anticommutation relations {𝑐̂𝑖† , 𝑐̂𝑗 } = 𝛿𝑖𝑗 . These
operators then act on the second-quantized wavefunction 𝜓𝑛1 𝑛2 ⋯ ,
which encodes amplitudes for different occupations of the orbitals
(Box 1). Projecting the real-space Hamiltonian onto this set of orbitals then yields the corresponding discretized Hamiltonian,
∑
∑
𝑡𝑖𝑗 𝑐̂𝑖† 𝑐̂𝑗 +
𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 𝑐̂𝑖† 𝑐̂𝑗† 𝑐̂𝑙 𝑐̂𝑘 ,
(20)
𝐻̂ =
𝑖𝑗

𝐻̂ 𝑞 =

𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 =

∬

𝜑∗𝑖 (𝐫)𝜑∗𝑗 (𝐫 ′ )

)
𝜑𝑗 (𝐫) 𝑑𝐫,

1
𝜑 (𝐫)𝜑𝑙 (𝐫 ′ ) 𝑑𝐫𝑑𝐫 ′ ,
|𝐫 − 𝐫 ′ | 𝑘

(21)
(22)

are matrix elements of the one- and two-electron terms in the realspace Hamiltonian of Eq. (2). For simple basis functions such as
Gaussians or plane waves, the matrix elements can be evaluated
analytically. This Hamiltonian serves as the starting point for the
methods described in this section.
5.1

(23)

defined as a linear combination with real coefficients ℎ𝑝 of Ξ̂ 𝑝 ,
which are 𝑁-fold tensor products of single-qubit Pauli operators
̂ 𝜎̂ 𝑥 , 𝜎̂ 𝑦 , 𝜎̂ 𝑧 .
and the identity: 𝐼,
The ground state of the spin Hamiltonian in Eq. (23) can be
approximated using a spin-based NQS representation based on
complex-valued RBMs (Carleo & Troyer 2017). For a system of
𝑁 spins, the many-body amplitude corresponding to a state in the
𝑧 ), takes the compact form
𝜎 𝑧 basis, i.e., σ = (𝜎1𝑧 … 𝜎𝑁

where
∑ 𝑍𝐼
1
𝑡𝑖𝑗 = 𝜑∗𝑖 (𝐫) − ∇2 −
∫
2
|𝐫 − 𝐑𝐼 |
𝐼

ℎ𝑝 Ξ̂ 𝑝 ,

𝑝=1

𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙

(

𝑟
∑

∑

𝜓(σ; θ) = 𝑒

𝑧
𝑖 𝑎𝑖 𝜎 𝑖

𝑀
∏
𝑗=1

(
)
𝑁
∑
𝑧
2 cosh 𝑏𝑗 +
𝑊𝑖𝑗 𝜎𝑖 ,

(24)

𝑖

with parameters θ = (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑏𝑗 , 𝑊𝑖𝑗 ). This ansatz can be optimised
with VMC techniques (Box 3), typically relying on the stochastic reconfiguration (Sorella 1998) approach. A number of works
have adopted this approach and achieved competitive variational
results for small basis sets (Choo et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020b),
even in conjunction with quantum computers (Iouchtchenko et al.
2022; Torlai et al. 2020). In Fig. 6 (a), we show the dissociation
curve of 𝐶2 , in the STO-3G basis, using the RBM as described
above (Choo et al. 2020).

Fermionic neural quantum states

Instead of working directly with the occupation-number representation of the wavefunction (Box 1), it is also possible to map occupation numbers 𝑛𝑘 ∈ {0, 1} onto degrees of freedom 𝜎𝑘𝑧 ∈ {↓, ↑}
of spin-1/2 particles, such that empty orbitals map to down spins
and occupied orbitals to up spins. This mapping makes it possible to leverage NQS and other methods for solving quantum spin
12

3. Construct the Hamiltonian 𝐻̂ 𝑖 for the expanded set 𝑆𝑖′ and
diagonalise to obtain the wavefunction coefficients for the
configurations in the set.
4. Discard the configurations whose coefficient is less than a
given threshold 𝑐min . The remaining configurations then
form a new set of configurations 𝑆𝑖+1 .
5. Repeat until convergence.
ML techniques can be used to improve selection of the configuration set. One such approach is to perform supervised learning
(Coe 2018; Glielmo et al. 2020), where a neural network is trained
to predict the wavefunction coefficients using the data from the
MCCI method, i.e., the wavefunction coefficients of the configurations in the set 𝑆𝑖′ . After training, the network can be queried or
sampled to select the configurations with the largest coefficients.
In other words, the network is used to bootstrap and predict the
coefficients of configurations not yet seen in the data set. It was
shown in Coe (2018) that such an approach converges faster than
the vanilla MCCI method.
The task of selecting configurations for selected CI can also be
cast as a reinforcement-learning task where the state is the current
set of configurations and an agent is trained to perform actions
on the set to iteratively modify the configurations with the aim
of minimising the variational energy. This approach was applied
in Goings et al. (2021) to achieve near-FCI accuracy for small
molecules in a small basis set.

Solids The second-quantization framework also allows one to
treat solids, using as a basis the Bloch orbitals obtained by solving
the crystalline HF equations (Del Re et al. 1967). Creation and
†
annihiliation operators, 𝑐̂𝑖𝐤
and 𝑐̂𝑖𝐤 , for electrons in band 𝑖 with
crystal momentum 𝑘 are introduced, and the resulting Hamiltonian is similar to Eq. (20), with the noticeable difference that the
one- and two-body matrix elements now depend on the crystal
𝐤1 𝐤2 𝐤3 𝐤4
momenta: 𝑡𝑖𝑗 → 𝑡𝐤𝑖𝑗 and 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 → 𝑢𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙
, with the four momenta
appearing in the two-body integrals satisfying the conservation of
the total crystal momentum. Using Gaussian-based atomic functions as the single-particle basis and RBM wavefunctions to represent the many-body state, (Yoshioka et al. 2021) applied this
approach to study the electronic structure of solids. In Fig. 6 (b),
we show the computed ground-state energies for graphene crystals as a function of the lattice constant.
Exact Sampling Fermionic NQS are typically sampled using
the MCMC approach commonly adopted in VMC (Box 2). However, the mixing rate of the MCMC algorithm is known to be slow
in some cases, such as close to phase transitions, and MCMC simulations can suffer from critical slowing down. A way to circumvent this limitation is to introduce model wavefunctions explicitly designed to allow exact sampling of their square modulus,
thus avoiding the need to use MCMC. One such family are autoregressive neural network wavefunctions (Sharir et al. 2020), a
complex-valued generalization of the autoregressive models commonly adopted in deep learning. Such networks represent normalized wavefunctions and allow one to directly obtain perfectly
uncorrelated samples; this is useful as the wavefunction distribution for many QC problems can be highly multi-modal. The exact
sampling approach was applied to QC hamiltonians in a recent
work by Barrett et al. (2022). Optimizations in the way Hamiltonian matrix elements and the corresponding Monte Carlo estimators are computed have made it possible to treat much larger systems than were accessible in the early applications of Choo et al.
(2020). Specifically, Zhao et al. (2022)) obtain competitive variational energies, improving on the CCSD energies of molecules
in minimal basis sets. Results for up to around 50 electrons in 80
orbitals (Na2 CO3 at equilibrium) have been obtained at relatively
modest computational cost.
5.2

6

Challenges and outlook

Ab-initio QC with neural-network wavefunctions has only just
emerged as a viable path to highly accurate electronic-structure
methods, yet it already competes with established approaches that
have been developed for decades. We imagine that it may become
the methodology with the best trade-off between efficiency and
accuracy for systems with up to one to two hundred electrons and
a nontrivial electronic structure. Before that can happen, however, several challenges must be addressed. All the methods are
currently in a development stage and only limited benchmarking
is available. As such, it is not yet clear whether the excellent
accuracy seen so far will be maintained across a broader range
of chemical systems, or how rapidly the accuracy will degrade
with system size. Related to this is our incomplete understanding
of what limits the accuracy of neural-network ansatzes, and how
their success or failure is related to physical phenomena such as
strong correlation. Since the underlying electronic problem is exponentially hard but the algorithms are polynomial, they must be
limited in accuracy in some ways. It is not currently clear, however, whether the limitations seen to date are caused by the restricted expressiveness of the neural networks or by difficulties in
optimization or both. For instance, while it has been proven that
a single generalized Slater determinant is in principle sufficient to
represent any antisymmetric function (Hutter 2020), it might not
be possible to parametrize it with a polynomially scaling neural
network or train it within a polynomially scaling time.
Apart from these fundamental issues, there are many practical challenges. While the scaling of variational QMC with system size is favourable, the prefactor due to the neural networks is
large. Until very recently, this limited applications to systems no
larger than the benzene molecule (42 electrons), which is three

ML-assisted selected CI

For many QC problems, although the dimension of the Hilbert
space grows exponentially with system size, the number of relevant configurations in the ground state typically remains sparse.
This suggests that by efficiently selecting the relevant configurations and then diagonalising the Hamiltonian on the reduced
subspace, one can achieve highly accurate results. This set of approaches is also known as selected CI (Giner et al. 2013; Holmes
et al. 2016; Huron et al. 1973; Sharma et al. 2017). Different
flavours of selected CI vary in the way relevant configurations are
selected.
One well-known approach is called Monte Carlo CI (MCCI)
(Greer 1998) and can be briefly summarised as follows:
1. Start from a finite set of configurations 𝑆𝑖 = {|𝑥⟩}
2. By considering single or double excitations starting from
configurations in 𝑆𝑖 , construct an expanded set 𝑆𝑖′ .
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to four times below our envisaged applicability range, although
results for a 108-electron simulation cell of solid LiH have now
been reported (Li et al. 2022b). The prefactor can be reduced
by integrating traditional QC techniques such as pseudopotentials
(Li et al. 2022a), developing more efficient neural-network architectures, or using ML techniques such as pre-training and transfer learning. Specific to the discrete-basis second-quantized approaches is the issue of basis-set convergence, where sufficiently
large basis sets may increase the prefactor by up to three orders of
magnitude compared to minimal basis sets. Another challenge is
related to the stochastic optimization, which produces noise in the
converged energies that is especially amplified when calculating
small energy differences.
We are, however, optimistic that many of these challenges can
be addressed and can be addressed quickly, thanks to the relative simplicity of the framework based on variational QMC and
of neural networks compared to traditional QC approaches. Indeed, this simplicity has already enabled rapid development of
multiple extensions to the first single-point ground-state calculations on molecules, including transferable wavefunctions, excited
states, and formulations for periodic systems, all originating from
multiple independent research groups.
First-quantized approaches such as FermiNet, PauliNet, and
their successor architectures already match essentially exact
benchmark results to within chemical accuracy for small systems.
Yet these networks are just a small subset of possible architectures
for representing antisymmetric wavefunctions, and it is unlikely
that the optimal ones were found on the first attempt, so we expect that significant innovation lies ahead. We believe that abinitio methods based on neural-network wavefunctions will become an integral part of the QC toolbox that enables straightforward electronic-structure calculations of complex molecular systems.
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